Introduction
The design of the neutral beam source for the Doublet III Tokamak was undertaken by LBL in collaboration with General Atomic in the Spring of 1977. Its minimum specifications were to provide a half second pulse of 80 amp neutral beam at 80 KeV equivalent H+ energy.1 Vacuum requirements were specified to provide minimum beam losses due to reionization. This was accomplished by design of large liquid helium cooled, liquid nitrogen shielded cryopump arrays, located and baffled in such a manner that the neutral beam source is differentially pumped. The differential pumping isolates the source from the Tokamak as well as minimizing beam reionization. Construction of the cryopanel is 90% complete. This paper reports on the design and fabrication of the cryopanel and its refrigerant distribution system. Design Objectives and Constraints The peak hydrogen gas load for the ion source system is -92 torr-liters/sec. Approximately 65% of the gas load is directly from the source, 30% is from the beam dump, and 5% is from the deflecting magnet and and the collimator. Operational constraints included the requirement for reasonably fast warmup for frequent reconditioning of the pump. Also, the pump must be capable of withstanding overpressure in case of an up to air accident.
Flow System A forced flow liquid helium and liquid nitrogen flow system was selected.
Large flow cross-sections and generous fluid inventory are required for a free convective flow system. The thermal inertia of a system with a large fluid inventory makes thermal cycling of such a system clumsy. Over-pressure protection requires a heavier structure due to the large flow cross-sections and a generously sized relief valve for the fluid inventory.
A forced flow system, on the other hand, is a tubular system. The inherent mechanical flexibility of the tube can be taken advantage of to solve problems associated with thermal expansion and mechanical fit up. The design has no bellows in the flow circuit and thus is not pressure limited by bellows design. 
Conclusions
The cryopanel and flow system design satisfy the scientific specifications for performance. In addition, the forced flow scheme resulted in a design which fits the geometric and operational constraints with a geometry which is simple and easily fabricated.
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